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PDF format is also supported. The application's interface offers a simple Drag and Drop function for import and export of
images and text. Pre-generated HTML documentation is available for you to view and print. Main features include: - Import
from various file formats including JPEG, PNG, TIFF, and many others. - Export to a large variety of file formats including
JPG, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, and even HTML. - Dynamic adjustment of image quality to maintain an optimal file size. - Autorotation of images and text for right-to-left (RTL) languages such as Arabic and Persian. - Bookmarks to quickly navigate
through pages. - Many new languages are being added continuously. - Handles images that have been converted to different
formats and combined. - Ability to display images at different sizes. - A built-in spell checker to find and correct misspelled
words. - Full Unicode support. - Fonts with different sizes and positions can be used. - Help section containing frequently asked
questions and instructions. - Image editing functions including zoom, cropping, and rotation. - Support for performing searches
using image keywords. - Support for automatic correction of common image defects. - Ability to share images by email or other
means. - Ability to create your own bookmarks. - Automatic page numbering for books. - Import of images by email with
automatic page numbers. - Exporting to PDF format. - Support for many other file formats such as AVI, WMV, and MPEG. Easy to use interface. - Support for all Windows platforms: 32-bit and 64-bit. How to install and use?
======================= 1. Download and run VMagic. 2. Click on **Start** to load the application. 3.
Choose **File** \> **Import**. 4. Select a file to import from the navigation panel on the left. 5. Drag and drop the file into
the main VMagic 82157476af
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